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“Move out of your comfort zone. You can only grow if you are willing
to feel awkward and uncomfortable when you try something new.”
Bryan Tracy

Panic
Stretch

Be in 'the zone'...but which one?

How we relate to the feelings of comfort, stretch & panic may hinder our progress towards achievement.

Comfort

Stretch

Panic

Learning to stretch and feel comfortable with it is vital to achieving progress. When stretched, our abilities are
challenged but, when stretched appropriately, we gain new skills and knowledge from that experience. Then,
armed with new approaches, each of us can begin to achieve more.
It’s vital that the amount of stretch is right for each individual and no two people are the same. One person’s
‘stretch’ is another person’s ‘comfort’, yet can feel like ‘panic’ for a third. Stretch too far and you create panic or
overwhelm and that’s not where anyone wants to be. Once there, a desire to slide back to comfort can prevail; ok
in the short-term perhaps, but potentially damaging for progress.

Mentally...emotionally...physically.
Comfort Zone:

Stretch Zone:

Panic Zone:

Where we rest & recover.

Where new learning takes place.

Where overwhelm thrives.

Feeling 'comfortable' is
necessary, it’s safe, but
will lack the challenge
needed for meaningful
improvement.

The challenge is appropriate. You
are engaged and connected with
learning something new. It requires,
focus and commitment and you can
recognise the progress being made.

The negative feelings we
experience are unwanted
and we seek to ‘be’
somewhere that feels
more comfortable to us.

Spend time here &…

Spend time here &…
We feel comfortable.

Spend time here &…

Situations are known &
decisions are easy but we do
not ‘grow’.

We can feel uncomfortable but in a
controlled & manageable way.

Confidence & self-esteem can
diminish because we don’t
‘grow’ our capabilities. We
might generate ideas but can
we execute them?

Consequently, this
increases your
Comfort Zone…
you’re comfortable
with more tasks/scenarios.

Learning opportunities support growth.
We’re inquisitive, interested in the task
& stimulated to progress.
Confidence & self-belief increase as we
achieve more.

As you stretch, you increase your
capabilities & learn more. You adapt
to feeling uncomfortable & achieve
more. Previous challenges can
become Comfort Zone situations.

We feel uncomfortable & out of
control.
Situations feel beyond our
capabilities & we cannot
manage them.
Anxiety increases, self-esteem &
confidence diminish. The feeling
of failure inhibits self-belief &
our learning experiences.

Consequently, you
experience less panic,
as you’ve learnt how
to stretch & feel
comfortable with it.

